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Exceptionally long service life with natural hair characteristics

Kolinsky evo: the master performer among ceramic brushes now with Bionic Hair

With Bionic Hair, Renfert (Hilzingen, Germany) presents a game-changer in the field of ceram-

ic brushes in response to the changing demands of the daily laboratory routine. As of now, the 

tried and tested Kolinsky brush is also available with new brush hair to complement the natural 

hair version: Kolinsky evo 

Kolinsky evo is built on more than 40 years of solid Renfert experience blended with a passion 

for dental technology and a desire to explore new approaches. Bionic Hair sets a new standard.  

Bionic Hair stands for a long life, perfect moisture management and a precise tip.

Bionic Hair: tip-top
With its Bionic Hair, Kolinsky evo combines the benefits of a synthetic bristle brush with those 

of a natural bristle brush and impresses with its exceptional durability. The fineness, elasticity, 

and resilience of the brush tip stand for targeted layering. Thanks to greater tension and firm-

ness, even the smallest quantities of ceramic can be taken up and applied perfectly. At the same 

time, the special molecular structure allows to replicate the typical moisture management of a 

natural hair brush.

A solid grip on quality: familiar handling
Like the popular range of Kolinsky brushes with natural hair, Kolinsky evo is a winner for anyone 

seeking a high-performance ceramic brush that offers durability and efficiency. Six different 

brush sizes are available so that the Kolinsky evo brush can adapt to any requirement. The Ko-

linsky evo with Bionic-Hair is optimized for the economic requirements (longevity) and ecolog-

ical demands (species protection) of the modern dental lifestyle. The Kolinsky evo meets all the 

requirements of a ceramic brush and sets new standards; typical Renfert: „making work easy“.
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